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I Am George Washington (Ordinary People Change The World)
An adventure-filled retelling based on an episode from the PBS KIDS television series Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum starring Harriet
Tubman. Based on the children's book series Ordinary People Change the World by New York Times bestselling author Brad Meltzer and
illustrator Christopher Eliopoulos, the series introduces kids to inspiring historical figures and the character virtues that helped them succeed.
Brad, Xavier, and Yadina need help deciding who the best superhero ever was. Luckily, Berby and the Secret Museum know just where to send
them: back in time to meet Harriet Tubman, one of the leaders of the Underground Railroad. This episode-based 8x8 will focus on the traits
that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically themselves.
Kids will be giggling through their own yawns as they enjoy this contagiously adorable bedtime story by the New York Times bestselling
illustrator of the Ordinary People Change the World books. Two best friends have big plans for their sleepover. They aren't going to go to bed
at all--they'll stay up playing all night long. But then it happens: The YAWNS show up! And as much as they try to outrun and hide from
them, it's no use: The Yawns catch them. Maybe they could keep going anyway, but then a DOZE arrives . . . followed by the dreaded
SNORES. Will our heroes escape the SLEEPIES? Need a funny bedtime book that will stealthily bring on a snooze and still have your child
asking to hear it night after night? Look no further than The Yawns Are Coming!
A couple of friends can't keep from laughing during class on the first day of school, in this companion to The Yawns Are Coming from the
illustrator of the Ordinary People Change the World series! Two best friends are so excited to go back to school. They're in the same class,
their classroom is full of art supplies, and they've even made a new friend. But then it happens: Just as the teacher introduces herself, the
GIGGLES show up! They're everywhere and impossible to escape. And as if that wasn't embarrassing enough, soon a GUFFAW shows up,
and then the CHUCKLES! What will their teacher think if they can't avoid laughing in the middle of her first lesson?
Examines the family life and career of the first American president, also discussing myths and legends, monuments to Washington, and
Mount Vernon.
A Biography of George Washington
I am Gandhi
The Indispensable Man, As You've Never Seen Him
A Birthday Cake for George Washington
In Search of Washington and His Legacy
A Powerful Mind

"Revered as a general and trusted as America's first elected leader, George Washington is
considered a great many things in the contemporary imagination, but an intellectual is
not one of them. In correcting this longstanding misconception, George Washington: A Life
in Books offers a stimulating literary biography that traces the effects of a life spent
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in self-improvement"-The famous Mexican painter Frida Kahlo is the 23rd hero in the New York Times bestselling
picture book biography series from Brad Meltzer and Christopher Eliopoulos This friendly,
fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that
kids can aspire to in order to live heroically themselves. Each book tells the story of
an icon in a lively, conversational way that works well for the youngest nonfiction
readers and that always includes the hero's childhood influences. At the back are an
excellent timeline and photos. This book features Frida Kahlo, the renowned Mexican
painter and activist. After surviving a bus crash, she made her mark in art history for
her unique way of looking at the world and integrating her own image and life into her
paintings.
This valiant story of how young George Washington was drawn into his country's struggle
for independence gives readers a vivid perspective on a crucial era in American
history--and on the life of a revolutionary hero.
Follows Abraham Lincoln from his childhood to the presidency, showing how he spoke up
about fairness and eventually led the country to abolish slavery.
I Am Jane Goodall
Presidents Visual Encyclopedia
Monster Mayhem
I Am Albert Einstein
How Early Americans Remembered the Founders
A Black History Month-timed entry in the best-selling series follows the heroic story of
baseball star Jackie Robinson, describing, in text and comic thought bubbles, his
childhood, early ambitions and barrier-breaking achievements. By the best-selling author
of Heroes for My Son.
Advocate for peace and nonviolent revolutionary Gandhi is the 12th hero in the New York
Times bestselling picture book biography series for ages 5 to 8. As a young man in India,
Gandhi saw firsthand how people were treated unfairly. Refusing to accept injustice, he
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came up with a brilliant way to fight back through quiet, peaceful protest. He took his
methods with him from South Africa back to India, where he led a nonviolent revolution
that freed his country from British rule. Through his calm, steady heroism, Gandhi
changed everything for India and inspired civil rights movements all over the world,
proving that the smallest of us can be the most powerful. This friendly, fun biography
series inspired the PBS Kids TV show Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum. One great role
model at a time, these books encourage kids to dream big. Included in each book are: • A
timeline of key events in the hero’s history • Photos that bring the story more fully to
life • Comic-book-style illustrations that are irresistibly adorable • Childhood moments
that influenced the hero • Facts that make great conversation-starters • A character
trait that made the person heroic and that readers can aspire to You’ll want to collect
each book in this dynamic, informative series!
In this funny, action-packed graphic novel adventure, a science-obsessed girl finds
herself in the middle of one of her favorite monster movies. Can she invent her way out
of disaster while also saving the monster who has become her friend? Zoe's favorite thing
to do--besides invent and build robots--is watch classic monster movies. She has never
been comfortable with kids her own age, and so she pretends she doesn't need friends
while inside she's longing for connection. And then one day, Zoe finds a mysterious ring
on her way home from school. She puts it on, gives it a twist, and--FRZAAKK! There's a
massive burst of light! The next morning, a familiar monster appears at Zoe's window.
He's from one of her favorite kaiju movies, and he likes Zoe--he wants to be her friend.
Has her secret wish been fulfilled? But it turns out that Zoe's ring has brought more
than just this friendly monster to life. More monsters have arrived, and they are hungry!
Now she'll need to reach out to other people to help her save her town from destruction.
Good thing she's a robotics genius!
An in-depth guide to sharks includes information on where they live, how they eat, the
challenges they face, and whether or not certain species pose a danger to humans.-I Am Neil Armstrong
I am Frida Kahlo
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I Am George Washington Carver
The 10 Greatest Conspiracies of All Time
A Picture Book Biography
I Am Leonardo Da Vinci
His formal schooling abruptly cut off at age eleven, George Washington saw his boyhood dream of joining the British army
evaporate and recognized that even his aspiration to rise in colonial Virginian agricultural society would be difficult. Throughout his
life he faced challenges for which he lacked the academic foundations shared by his more highly educated contemporaries. Yet
Washington's legacy is clearly not one of failure. Breaking new ground in Washington scholarship and American revolutionary
history, Adrienne M. Harrison investigates the first president's dedicated process of self-directed learning through reading, a facet
of his character and leadership long neglected by historians and biographers. In A Powerful Mind, Harrison shows that Washington
rose to meet these trials through a committed campaign of highly focused reading, educating himself on exactly what he needed to
do and how best to do it. In contrast to other famous figures of the revolution--Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin
Franklin--Washington did not relish learning for its own sake, viewing self-education instead as a tool for shaping himself into the
person he wanted to be. His two highest-profile and highest-risk endeavors--commander in chief of the Continental Army and
president of the fledgling United States--are a testament to the success of his strategy.
George Washington speaks for himself on behalf of liberty and the emerging American republic in this book, the only one-volume
compilation in print of his vast writings. This volume includes correspondence, all of his presidential addresses, various public
proclamations, his last will and testament, and the most comprehensive recompilation of the "discarded first inaugural" ever
printed.
Presents the life of the world-renowned German scientist, describing how his life-long curiosity and ability to question accepted
theories led him to develop his famous theory of relatvitiy and win the Noble Prize for Physics.
It's an irresistible combination: Brad Meltzer, a born storyteller, counting down the world's most intriguing unsolved mysteries. And
to make this richly illustrated book even richer, each chapter invites the reader along for an interactive experience through the
addition of facsimile documents—the evidence! It's a treasure trove for conspiracy buffs, a Griffin and Sabine for history lovers.
Adapted from Decoded, Meltzer’s hit show on the HISTORY network, History Decoded explores fascinating, unexplained
questions. Is Fort Knox empty? Why was Hitler so intent on capturing the Roman “Spear of Destiny”? What’s the government
hiding in Area 51? Where did the Confederacy’s $19 million in gold and silver go at the end of the Civil War? And did Lee Harvey
Oswald really act alone? Meltzer sifts through the evidence; weighs competing theories; separates what we know to be true with
what’s still—and perhaps forever—unproved or unprovable; and in the end, decodes the mystery, arriving at the most likely
solution. Along the way we meet Freemasons, Rosicrucians, Nazi propagandists, and the real DB Cooper. A riveting adventure
through the compelling world of mysteries and conspiracies.
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A Collection
I Am Jim Henson
I Am Jackie Robinson
Being George Washington
The President Forges a New Nation
The Self-Education of George Washington

Combining biography and George Washington's own writings with his own trademark insights, comments and sidebars, a controversial TV host asserts
that Washington's beliefs and values are especially important to remember as the 2012 election approaches.
The famous Renaissance artist and inventor Leonardo da Vinci is the twentieth hero in the New York Times bestselling picture book biography series. This
friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically themselves. Each
book tells the story of an icon in a lively, conversational way that works well for the youngest nonfiction readers and that always includes the hero's
childhood influences. At the back are an excellent timeline and photos. This book features Leonardo da Vinci, the Renaissance artist and inventor.
We can all be heroes. That's the inspiring message of this New York Times bestselling picture book biography series from historian and author Brad
Meltzer. This volume focuses on Jim Henson, the creator of the Muppets and Sesame Street. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that
made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically themselves. Jim Henson, for example, was always dreaming up
something new, and always expressing his belief in the goodness of people. Henson was a born performer with a terrific sense of humor, and he used those
talents to help create two of the most beloved programs in television history: The Muppet Show and Sesame Street. Through his Muppets, Jim showed the
world that there's nothing more beautiful than imagination, especially when it's accompanied by laughter and kindness. Each book in this series tells the
story of one inspiring individual through lively text and art that works well for the youngest nonfiction readers. At the back are an excellent timeline and
photos.
Rules of Civility & Decent Behavior In Company and Conversation began as a school exercise in 1744 for George Washington, who became the first
president of the United States of America. Washington copied a translation of these rules by Francis Hawkins', which was first published in England
around 1640. The majority of the 110 rules originated from a French etiquette manual written in 1959 by the Jesuits, who were members of the Society of
Jesus, a Roman Catholic order of men noted for educational, charitable and missionary works and teachings.
A Biography Book for New Readers
Travels with George
The Return of George Washington
History Decoded
I am Walt Disney
The First Conspiracy

The celebrated Ron Chernow provides a richly nuanced portrait of the father of America. With a breadth
and depth matched by no other one-volume life, he carries the reader through Washington's troubled
boyhood, his precocious feats in the French and Page
Indian
Wars, his creation of Mount Vernon, his heroic
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exploits with the Continental Army, his presiding over the Constitutional Convention and his magnificent
performance as America's first president. Despite the reverence his name inspires Washington remains a
waxwork to many readers, worthy but dull, a laconic man of remarkable self-control. But in this
groundbreaking work Chernow revises forever the uninspiring stereotype. He portrays Washington as a
strapping, celebrated horseman, elegant dancer and tireless hunter, who guarded his emotional life with
intriguing ferocity. Not only did Washington gather around himself the foremost figures of the age,
including James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, John Adams, and Thomas Jefferson, he orchestrated their
actions to help realise his vision for the new federal government, define the separation of powers, and
establish the office of the presidency. Ron Chernow takes us on a page-turning journey through all the
formative events of America's founding. This is a magisterial work from one of America's foremost
writers and historians.
an awesome Gift for you.it can be : Perfect gift for ordinary People 6" x 9" size with 101 pages This
Panda journal/notebook is designed to be easily to use Teacher Gifts Birthday Gifts Graduation Gifts
Christmas Gifts valentine's day special people Gifts Gifts for Friends, Daughters, Nieces, and
Granddaughters
The life and legacy of our nation's first president, also known as commander of the Continental Army,
husband to Martha, and an avid farmer and equestrian. Over two hundred years after his death, George
Washington remains one of the most studied figures in American history. This clear and concise picture
book biography covers the important facts and historical background, complemented by charming
illustrations. The text details Washington's early life as well as the Revolutionary War and his impressive
career as leader of the newly formed United States. Young readers will love learning more about the
man who was "first in war, first in peace, and first in the hearts of his countrymen." Back matter features
a timeline. For almost thirty years, David Adler’s Picture Book Biography series has profiled famous
people who changed the world. Colorful, kid-friendly illustrations combine with Adler’s “expert mixtures
of facts and personality” (Booklist) to introduce young readers to history through compelling biographies
of presidents, heroes, inventors, explorers, and adventurers. These books are ideal for first and second
graders interested in history, or who need reliable sources for school book reports.
Explore the lives of America's 45 presidents, as well as notable first ladies, famous speeches, and major
constitutional events, with The Presidents Visual Encyclopedia. From George Washington to Donald
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Trump, this visual reference guide presents a unique insight into life in the White House. More than 150
easy-to-read entries cover the presidents, first ladies, the Louisiana Purchase, the Gettysburg Address,
and more, and over 200 fascinating photographs add to kids' knowledge of these leaders and the key
moments that defined their time in office. The Presidents Visual Encyclopedia is the perfect one-stop
reference guide, teaching kids all they need to know about the history of the United States and the
remarkable impact our country has had on the rest of the world.
I am Anne Frank
George Washington's Socks
I Am George Washington for Kids,I Am Leonardo Da Vinci,I Am Anne Frank,I Am Benjamin Franklin,I Am
Marie Curie. 6 X 9 Size with 101 Pages Journal/notebook
I Am Abraham Lincoln
Rules of Civility & Decent Behavior In Company and Conversation
Meet George Washington
While enjoying a innocent lakeside campout, five modern-day children are transported back in time to the days of George Washington and
other American Revolutionary figures. Reprint.
The life of George Washington for kids--a story about fighting for independence and building a country George Washington became the first
president of the United States of America and is known as the father of our country. He won the fight for American independence from
England, but before that, he was a hardworking kid who enjoyed challenging himself in school and sports. He learned that overcoming
challenges in his life would help make him a great leader. Explore how George went from being an ambitious farm boy in Virginia to the most
well-known founding father in American history. How will his revolutionary spirit inspire you? This book about George Washington for kids
includes: See George's progress--Unlike other books about George Washington for kids, this one has a visual timeline of his life so you can
get a picture of his important milestones. Helpful definitions--Discover a glossary with easy-to-understand definitions for the more advanced
words and ideas in this book about George Washington for kids. A lasting legacy--This unique book about George Washington for kids
explains how he changed the world for future generations and you. If you've been searching for fun, colorful books about George Washington
for kids, look no further--this one has it all!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "An elegantly written account of leadership at the most pivotal moment in American history" (Philadelphia
Inquirer): Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Edward J. Larson reveals how George Washington saved the United States by coming out of
retirement to lead the Constitutional Convention and serve as our first president. After leading the Continental Army to victory in the
Revolutionary War, George Washington shocked the world: he retired. In December 1783, General Washington, the most powerful man in
the country, stepped down as Commander in Chief and returned to private life at Mount Vernon. Yet as Washington contentedly grew his
estate, the fledgling American experiment floundered. Under the Articles of Confederation, the weak central government was unable to raise
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revenue to pay its debts or reach a consensus on national policy. The states bickered and grew apart. When a Constitutional Convention was
established to address these problems, its chances of success were slim. Jefferson, Madison, and the other Founding Fathers realized that
only one man could unite the fractious states: George Washington. Reluctant, but duty-bound, Washington rode to Philadelphia in the
summer of 1787 to preside over the Convention. Although Washington is often overlooked in most accounts of the period, this masterful new
history from Pulitzer Prize-winner Edward J. Larson brilliantly uncovers Washington’s vital role in shaping the Convention—and shows how it
was only with Washington’s support and his willingness to serve as President that the states were brought together and ratified the
Constitution, thereby saving the country.
"A biography of Neil Armstrong, the first man to walk on the moon"-George Washington
The Yawns Are Coming!
Ordinary People Change the World: 22-Book Set
Ordinary People Change the World
The Story of George Washington
A Picture Book of George Washington

AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER AN NPR CONCIERGE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR “In her formshattering and myth-crushing book….Coe examines myths with mirth, and writes history with humor… [You Never
Forget Your First] is an accessible look at a president who always finishes in the first ranks of our leaders.”
—Boston Globe Alexis Coe takes a closer look at our first--and finds he is not quite the man we remember Young
George Washington was raised by a struggling single mother, demanded military promotions, caused an
international incident, and never backed down--even when his dysentery got so bad he had to ride with a cushion
on his saddle. But after he married Martha, everything changed. Washington became the kind of man who named
his dog Sweetlips and hated to leave home. He took up arms against the British only when there was no other
way, though he lost more battles than he won. After an unlikely victory in the Revolutionary War cast him as the
nation's hero, he was desperate to retire, but the founders pressured him into the presidency--twice. When he
retired years later, no one talked him out of it. He left the highest office heartbroken over the partisan nightmare
his backstabbing cabinet had created. Back on his plantation, the man who fought for liberty must confront his
greatest hypocrisy--what to do with the men, women, and children he owns--before he succumbs to death. With
irresistible style and warm humor, You Never Forget Your First combines rigorous research and lively storytelling
that will have readers--including those who thought presidential biographies were just for dads--inhaling every
page.
An 8x8 based on an episode from the PBS KIDS animated television series Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
starring George Washington Carver. Based on the children's book series ORDINARY PEOPLE CHANGE THE
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WORLD by New York Times bestselling author Brad Meltzer and illustrator Christopher Eliopoulos, the series will
introduce kids to inspiring historical figures and the character virtues that helped them succeed. With the help of
inventor, painter, musician, and botanist George Washington Carver, Brad, Xavier, and Yadina come together to
learn how to take care of the Earth. This episode-based 8x8 will focus on the traits that made our heroes
great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically themselves.
I Am George Washington CarverPenguin
In 1789, George Washington became the first president of the United States. He has been called the father of our
country for leading America through its early years. Washington also served in two major wars during his
lifetime: the French and Indian War and the American Revolution. With over 100 black-and-white illustrations,
Washington's fascinating story comes to life - revealing the real man, not just the face on the dollar bill!
A Life
The Giggles Are Coming
George Washington's Hair
George Washington's Journey
You Never Forget Your First
The Ultimate Book of Sharks

An expoloration of fifty influential and inspirational women who changed the world. Everyone is buzzing about
the president's birthday! Especially George Washington's servants who scurry around the kitchen preparing to
make this the best celebration ever. Oh, how George Washington loves his cake! And, oh, how he depends on
Hercules, his head chef, to make it for him. Hercules, a slave, takes great pride in baking the president's cake.
But this year there is one problem--they are out of sugar. This story, told in the voice of Delia, Hercules' young
daughter, is based on real events, and underscores the loving exchange between a very determined father and
his eager daughter who are faced with an unspoken, bittersweet reality.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Travels with George . . . is quintessential Philbrick—a lively, courageous, and
masterful achievement.” —The Boston Globe Does George Washington still matter? Bestselling author
Nathaniel Philbrick argues for Washington’s unique contribution to the forging of America by retracing his
journey as a new president through all thirteen former colonies, which were now an unsure nation. Travels with
George marks a new first-person voice for Philbrick, weaving history and personal reflection into a single
narrative. When George Washington became president in 1789, the United States of America was still a loose
and quarrelsome confederation and a tentative political experiment. Washington undertook a tour of the exPage 9/12
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colonies to talk to ordinary citizens about his new government, and to imbue in them the idea of being one
thing—Americans. In the fall of 2018, Nathaniel Philbrick embarked on his own journey into what Washington
called “the infant woody country” to see for himself what America had become in the 229 years since. Writing in
a thoughtful first person about his own adventures with his wife, Melissa, and their dog, Dora, Philbrick follows
Washington’s presidential excursions: from Mount Vernon to the new capital in New York; a monthlong tour of
Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island; a venture onto Long Island and eventually
across Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina. The narrative moves smoothly between the eighteenth and
twenty-first centuries as we see the country through both Washington’s and Philbrick’s eyes. Written at a
moment when America’s founding figures are under increasing scrutiny, Travels with George grapples bluntly
and honestly with Washington’s legacy as a man of the people, a reluctant president, and a plantation owner
who held people in slavery. At historic houses and landmarks, Philbrick reports on the reinterpretations at work
as he meets reenactors, tour guides, and other keepers of history’s flame. He paints a picture of eighteenthcentury America as divided and fraught as it is today, and he comes to understand how Washington compelled,
enticed, stood up to, and listened to the many different people he met along the way—and how his allconsuming belief in the union helped to forge a nation.
Taking place during the most critical period of our nation’s birth, The First Conspiracy tells a remarkable and
previously untold piece of American history that not only reveals George Washington’s character, but also
illuminates the origins of America’s counterintelligence movement that led to the modern day CIA. In 1776, an
elite group of soldiers were handpicked to serve as George Washington’s bodyguards. Washington trusted
them; relied on them. But unbeknownst to Washington, some of them were part of a treasonous plan. In the
months leading up to the Revolutionary War, these traitorous soldiers, along with the Governor of New York,
William Tryon, and Mayor David Mathews, launched a deadly plot against the most important member of the
military: George Washington himself. This is the story of the secret plot and how it was revealed. It is a story of
leaders, liars, counterfeiters, and jailhouse confessors. It also shows just how hard the battle was for George
Washington and how close America was to losing the Revolutionary War. In this historical page-turner, New
York Times bestselling author Brad Meltzer teams up with American history writer and documentary television
producer, Josh Mensch to unravel the shocking true story behind what has previously been a footnote in the
pages of history. Drawing on extensive research, Meltzer and Mensch capture in riveting detail how George
Washington not only defeated the most powerful military force in the world, but also uncovered the secret plot
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against him in the tumultuous days leading up to July 4, 1776. Praise for The First Conspiracy: "This is
American history at its finest, a gripping story of spies, killers, counterfeiters, traitors?and a mysterious
prostitute who may or may not have even existed. Anyone with an interest in American history will love this
book." —Douglas Preston, #1 bestselling author of The Lost City of the Monkey God “A wonderful book about
leadership?and it shows why George Washington and his moral lessons are just as vital today. What a book.
You’ll love it.” —President George H.W. Bush “This is an important book: a fascinating largely unknown chapter
of our hazardous beginning, a reminder of why counterintelligence matters, and a great read.” —President Bill
Clinton
The 18th picture book in the New York Times bestselling series of biographies about heroes tells the story of
Walt Disney, who made dreams come true. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made
our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically themselves. Each book tells the
story of one of America's icons in a lively, conversational way that works well for the youngest nonfiction
readers and that always includes the hero's childhood influences. At the back are an excellent timeline and
photos. This volume features Walt Disney, who makes dreams come true for himself and countless kids around
the world. Walt Disney used his imagination and creativity to tell stories that have become beloved by families
everywhere. From his failures to his successes, this book celebrates the work and the man behind the happiest
place on earth.
Washington
Who Was George Washington?
I Am Harriet Tubman
Uniting the States, 1783-1789
The Secret Plot to Kill George Washington
A Life in Books
Follows Washington's journey to each of the original thirteen states, during which he brought the government to
the people and promoted the idea of a strong federal union.
We can all be heroes. That's the inspiring message of this New York Times bestselling picture book biography
series from historian and author Brad Meltzer. Learn all about Jane Goodall, the chimpanzee scientist. Each
picture book in this series is a biography of a significant historical figure, told in a simple, conversational,
vivacious way, and always focusing on a character trait that makes the person a role model for kids. The heroes
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are depicted as children throughout, telling their life stories in first-person present tense, which keeps the
books playful and accessible to young children. And each book ends with a line of encouragement, a direct
quote, photos, a timeline, and a source list. This tenth book in the series features Jane Goodall, the scientist and
conservationist who is famous for her work with chimpanzees.
Mostly hidden from public view, like an embarrassing family secret, scores of putative locks of George
Washington’s hair are held, more than two centuries after his death, in the collections of America’s historical
societies, public and academic archives, and museums. Excavating the origins of these bodily artifacts, Keith
Beutler uncovers a forgotten strand of early American memory practices and emerging patriotic identity.
Between 1790 and 1840, popular memory took a turn toward the physical, as exemplified by the craze for
collecting locks of Washington’s hair. These new, sensory views of memory enabled African American
Revolutionary War veterans, women, evangelicals, and other politically marginalized groups to enter the public
square as both conveyors of these material relics of the Revolution and living relics themselves. George
Washington’s Hair introduces us to a taxidermist who sought to stuff Benjamin Franklin’s body, an African
American storyteller brandishing a lock of Washington’s hair, an evangelical preacher burned in effigy, and a
schoolmistress who politicized patriotic memory by privileging women as its primary bearers. As Beutler
recounts in vivid prose, these and other ordinary Americans successfully enlisted memory practices rooted in
the physical to demand a place in the body politic, powerfully contributing to antebellum political
democratization.
The 22nd book in the New York Times bestselling series of biographies about heroes tells the story of Anne
Frank, the young Jewish girl who documented her life while hiding from the Nazis during World War II. This
engaging biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in
order to live heroically themselves. Each book tells the story of an icon in a lively, conversational way that works
well for the youngest nonfiction readers. At the back are an excellent timeline and photos. This volume features
Anne Frank, whose courage and hope during a time of terror are still an inspiration for people around the world
today. While Anne and her family hid in an attic during the Holocaust, she kept a journal about all her hopes and
fears and observations. That journal and the story of her life are still read and told today to remember the life of
a young girl and warn against the consequences of bigotry.
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